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Abstract

This paper explores the utility, tests the accuracy and examines the limitation of the discrete singular convolution (DSC)
algorithm for solving partial differential equations (PDEs). The standard Fourier pseudospectral (FPS) method is also
implemented for a detailed comparison so that the performance of the DSC algorithm can be better evaluated. Three two-
dimensional PDEs of different nature, the heat equation, the wave equation and the Navier–Stokes equation, are employed
to make our assessment. Either the fourth-order Runge–Kutta or the Crank–Nicolson scheme is employed for the temporal
discretization. The DSC algorithm is projected into the Fourier domain for analyzing its numerical resolution. It is demonstrated
that the accuracy of the DSC algorithm is controllable. Comprehensive comparisons are given based on a variety of time
increment, grid spacing, wavenumber, and Reynolds number. It is found that the DSC algorithm is an accurate, stable and
robust approach for solving these PDEs. 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There has been an ongoing interest in computational methodology in the past few decades, due to the
availability of inexpensive high-performance computers, which has given tremendous impetus to scientific and
engineering computing. Most effort has been focused on developing either global methods [1–7] or local methods
[8–17] for solving a variety of partial differential equations (PDEs). There has been much debate among the
numerical computation communities over the advantages and disadvantages of various numerical methods over
the past few decades. In general, the local methods, such as methods of finite differences, finite volumes and
finite elements, are highly localized in the spatial domain, yet delocalized in their spectral domain. In contrast,
global methods, such as the Fourier spectral method, are highly localized in their spectral representations and
delocalized in the spatial domain. As a consequence, global methods appear to be more accurate than local
methods. The main advantage of local methods is their flexibility for satisfying special boundary conditions
and for treating complex geometries. For example, methods of finite elements are the dominant approach in
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structural analysis in association with unstructured grids. Finite volume methods are commonly used in fluid
flow simulations. Finite difference methods are the major approach for electromagnetic wave propagations.
Nevertheless, spectral methods have had tremendous success in several areas, where a high computational accuracy
is of particular importance while the geometry of the underlying problem is relatively simple. Typical examples
of these areas include weather prediction, nonlinear waves, simulation of turbulence and seismic modeling.
It is desirable to have methods which combine the accuracy of global methods and the flexibility of local
methods.

Discrete singular convolution (DSC) algorithm [18–20] has been proposed as a potential numerical approach
for numerically handling singular integrations. In particular, it has emerged as an intriguing alternative in many
situations—and as a superior one in a few cases for solving partial differential equations. The DSC algorithm
has been applied to a number of scientific and engineering problems, including eigenvalue problems of both
quantum [21] and classical [22] origins, analysis of stochastic process [18,19], simulation of fluid flow in simple
[23,24] and complex [25] geometries, and nanoscale pattern formation in a circular domain [26]. It facilitated a
synchronization scheme for shock capturing [27] and was utilized to integrate the sine-Gordon equation with initial
values being close to the homoclinic orbit for which numerically induced chaos can easily occur [28]. In structural
analysis, the DSC algorithm is the only available numerical method for solving a class of pressing structural design
problems which require the prediction of high-frequency vibration levels [22,29–32]. The underlying mathematical
structure of the DSC approach is the theory of distributions [33] and the theory of wavelet analysis [20,34]. One
of the distributions used in the aforementioned applications is the Dirac delta function which is a generalized
function following from the fact that it is integrable inside a particular interval but it does not have a value
in the interval. Dirac was the first person who explicitly discussed the properties ofδ in his classic text on
quantum mechanics, thusδ is often called Dirac delta function. The general orthogonal series analysis of the
delta distribution was studied by Walter [35], who discussed the numerical use of delta sequences as probability
density estimators.

The connection of various numerical methods has always been a topic of great concern. The relation between
the Galerkin algorithm and the Ritz variational principle was studied [36]. The reduction from a global Galerkin
method to a global collocation method was made [5]. A unified view of finite difference and spectral collocation
was given [6]. The connection of the finite-element, finite-difference and finite-volume methods is now well
understood [37]. Recently, it was demonstrated that methods of global, local, Galerkin method, collocation and
finite difference can be derived from a single starting point in the framework of the DSC algorithm [19].

The purpose of this paper is to make a detailed comparison of the performance between the DSC algorithm and
the Fourier pseudospectral (FPS) method aiming at a better understanding of both approaches. This is illustrated
by applying both approaches to three two-dimensional (2D) PDEs: the heat equation, the wave equation and the
Navier–Stokes equation. These problems are selected because they differ in nature. Moreover, these problems are
chosen in favor of the FPS method, which solves problems with periodic boundary conditions. Since the DSC
algorithm is a local approach in general, there is no doubt that it is much more flexible than the FPS method in
dealing with complex geometry and boundary conditions. Computational accuracy is of particular concern in this
work. Overall, the DSC method is found to be competitive with, or even better than the spectral method on many
computational aspects.

This paper is organized as follows. A brief description of both the DSC algorithm and FPS method is given
in Section 2. The treatment of spatial discretizations by using both the DSC and the FPS methods is presented.
These methods are further discussed in connection with the Runge–Kutta scheme for the temporal discretization.
The numerical resolution of the DSC kernel is analyzed by discrete Fourier representation. Section 3 is devoted
to numerical experiments and discussion. Three 2D problems are solved by using both numerical approaches,
with a variety of parameters and time increments. Results are compared against accuracy. This paper ends with a
conclusion.
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2. Numerical methods

In this section, we give brief reviews to various spatial and temporal discretization schemes used in this work.
The Fourier pseudospectral method is described after a short introduction to the discrete singular convolution
algorithm. The latter is analyzed by using the discrete Fourier transform for its numerical resolution. Both methods
are discussed in connection with the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme for the temporal discretization.

2.1. Discrete singular convolution

Singular convolutions are a special class of mathematical transformations, which occur in many science and
engineering problems, such as Hilbert transform, Abel transform and Radon transform. It is most convenient to
discuss the singular convolution in the context of the theory of distributions. The latter has a significant impact
in mathematical analysis. It not only provides a rigorous justification for a number of informal manipulations
in physical and engineering sciences, but also opens a new area of mathematics, which in turn gives impetus
to many other mathematical disciplines, such as operator calculus, differential equations, functional analysis,
harmonic analysis and transformation theory. In fact, the theory of wavelets and frames, a new mathematical branch
developed in recent years, can also find its root in the theory of distributions.

Let T be a distribution andη(t) be an element of the space of test functions. A singular convolution is defined
as

F(t)= (T ∗ η)(t)=
∞∫

−∞
T (t − x)η(x)dx. (1)

HereT (t − x) is a singular kernel. Depending on the form of the kernelT , the singular convolution is the central
issue for a wide range of science and engineering problems. For example, the singular kernels of Hilbert type have
a general form of

T (x)= 1

xn
, n= 1,2, . . . . (2)

Here, kernelT (x)= 1/x commonly occurs in electrodynamics, theory of linear response, signal processing, theory
of analytic functions, and the Hilbert transform. Whenn = 2, T (x) = 1/x2 is the kernel used in tomography.
Another interesting example is the singular kernels of Abel type

T (x)= 1

xβ
, 0< β < 1. (3)

These kernels can be recognized as the special cases of the singular integral equations of Volterra type of the
first kind. The singular kernels of Abel type have applications in the area of holography and interferometry with
phase objects (of practical importance in aerodynamics, heat and mass transfer, and plasma diagnostics). They
are intimately connected with the Radon transform, for example, in determining the refractive index from the
knowledge of a holographic interferogram. The other important example is the singular kernels of delta type

T (x)= δ(n)(x), n= 0,1,2, . . . . (4)

Here, kernelT (x)= δ(x) is of particular importance for the interpolation of surfaces and curves (including atomic,
molecular and biological potential energy surfaces, engineering surfaces and a variety of image processing and
pattern recognition problems involving low-pass filters). Higher-order kernels,T (x)= δ(n)(x), n= 1,2, . . . , are
essential for numerically solving partial differential equations and for image processing, noise estimation, etc.
However, since these kernels are singular, they cannot be directly digitized in computers. Hence, the singular
convolution, (1), is of little numerical merit. To avoid the difficulty of using singular expressions directly in
computer, we construct sequences of approximations (Tα) to the distributionT

lim
α→α0

Tα(x)→ T (x), (5)
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whereα0 is a generalized limit. Obviously, in the case ofT (x) = δ(x), each element in the sequence,Tα(x),
is a delta sequence kernel. Note that one retains the delta distribution at the limit of a delta sequence kernel.
Computationally, the Fourier transform of the delta distribution is unity. Hence, it is auniversal reproducing kernel
for numerical computations and anall pass filterfor image and signal processing. Therefore, the delta distribution
can be used as a starting point for the construction of either band-limited reproducing kernels or approximate
reproducing kernels. By the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, exact reproducing kernels have bad localization in
the time (spatial) domain, whereas, approximate reproducing kernels can be localized in both time and frequency
representations. Furthermore, with a sufficiently smooth approximation, it is useful to consider adiscrete singular
convolution(DSC)

Fα(t)=
∑
k

Tα(t − xk)f (xk), (6)

whereFα(t) is an approximation toF(t) and{xk} is an appropriate set of discrete points on which the DSC, Eq. (6),
is well defined. Note that, the original test functionη(x) has been replaced byf (x). The mathematical property
or requirement off (x) is determined by the approximate kernelTα . In general, the convolution is required to be
Lebesgue integrable.

The delta distribution or the so-called Dirac delta function (δ) is a generalized function which is integrable inside
a particular interval but itself needs not to have a value. It is given as a continuous linear functional on the space of
test functions,D(−∞,∞),

〈δ,φ〉 = δ(φ)=
∞∫

−∞
δφ = φ(0). (7)

A delta sequence kernel,{δα(x)}, is a sequence of kernel functions on(−∞,∞) which is integrable over every
compact domain and their inner product with every test functionφ converges to the delta distribution

lim
α→α0

∞∫
−∞

δαφ = 〈δ,φ〉, (8)

where the (real or complex ) parameterα approachesα0, which can either be∞ or a limit value, depending on the
situation (such a convention forα0 is used throughout this paper). Ifα0 represents a limit value, the corresponding
delta sequence kernel is a fundamental family. Depending on the explicit form ofδα , the condition onφ can be
relaxed. For example, ifδα is given as

δα(x)=
{
α for 0< x < 1/α, α = 1,2, . . . ,

0 otherwise,
(9)

then Eq. (8) makes sense for everyφ in C(−∞,∞).
There are many delta sequence kernels arising in the theory of partial differential equations, Fourier transforms

and signal analysis, with completely different mathematical properties. The delta sequence kernels of Dirichlet
type have very distinct mathematical properties and have been used in the present work. Let{δα} be a sequence of
functions on(−∞,∞) which are integrable over every bounded interval. We call{δα} a delta sequence kernel of
Dirichlet type if

(1)
∫ a
−a δα → 1 asα → α0 for some finite constanta.

(2) For every constantγ > 0: (
∫ −γ
−∞ + ∫ ∞

γ
)δα → 0 asα → α0.

(3) There are positive constantsC1 andC2 such that∥∥δα(x)∥∥ � C1

‖x‖ +C2

for all x andα.
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Shannon’s delta sequence kernel (or Dirichlet’s continuous delta sequence kernel) is one of the most important
examples of the delta sequence kernel of Dirichlet type and is given by the following (inverse) Fourier transform
of the characteristic function,χ[−α/2π,α/2π],

δα(x)=
∞∫

−∞
χ[−α/2π,α/2π]e−i2πξx dξ = sin(αx)

πx
. (10)

Alternatively, Shannon’s delta sequence kernel can be given as an integration

δα(x)= 1

π

α∫
0

cos(xy)dy, (11)

or as the limit of a continuous product

δα(x)= lim
N→∞

α

π

N∏
k=1

cos

(
α

2k
x

)
= lim
N→∞

1

2Nπ

sin(αx)

sin( α
2N
x)
. (12)

Numerically, Shannon’s delta sequence kernel is one of the most important cases, because of its property of being
an element of the Paley–Wiener reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceB2

1/2

f (x)=
∞∫

−∞
f (y)

sinπ(x − y)

π(x − y)
dy, ∀f ∈B2

1/2, (13)

where∀f ∈ B2
1/2 indicates that, in its Fourier representation, theL2 function f vanishes outside the interval

[−1
2,

1
2]. The Paley–Wiener reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceB2

1/2 is a subspace of the Hilbert spaceL2(R).
Shannon’s delta sequence kernel is also known as a wavelet scaling functionφ(x)= δπ(x). Shannon’s mother

wavelet can be constructed from the scaling function as

ψ(x)= sin2πx − sinπx

πx
, (14)

with its Fourier expression

ψ̂(ω)= χ[−1,1](ω)− χ[−1/2,1/2](ω). (15)

This is recognized as the ideal band pass filter and it satisfies the orthonormality conditions
∞∑

n=−∞
ψ̂(ω+ n)= 1 (16)

and
∞∑

n=−∞

∥∥ψ̂(ω+ n)
∥∥2 = 1. (17)

Technically, it can be shown that a system of orthogonal wavelets are generated from a single function, the “mother”
waveletψ , by standard operations of translation and dilation

ψmn(x)= 2−m/2ψ
(
x

2m
− n

)
, m,n ∈ Z. (18)

Shannon’s delta sequence kernel can be derived from the generalized Lagrange interpolation formula

Sk(x)= G(x)

G′(xk)(x − xk)
, (19)
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whereG(x) is an entire function given by

G(x)= (x − x0)

∞∏
k=1

(
1− x

xk

)(
1− x

x−k

)
, (20)

andG′ denotes the derivative ofG. For a function bandlimited toB, the generalized Lagrange interpolation formula
Sk(x) of Eq. (19) can provide an exact result

f (x)=
∑
k∈Z

f (yk)Sk(x), (21)

whenever the set of non-uniform sampling points satisfies

sup
k∈Z

∣∣∣∣xk − kπ

B

∣∣∣∣< π

4B
, (22)

where the symbolZ denotes the set of all integers. This is called the Paley and Wiener sampling theorem in the
literature.

If {xk}k∈Z are limited to a set of points on a uniform infinite grid (xk = k%= −x−k), Eq. (20) can be simplified
as

G(x)= x

∞∏
k=−∞, k �=0

(
1− x

k%

)
= x

∞∏
k=1

(
1− x2

k2%2

)
=%

sin π
%
x

π
. (23)

SinceG′(xk) reduces to

G′(xk)= (−1)k (24)

on a uniform grid, Eq. (19) gives rise to

Sk(x)= G(x)

G′(xk)(x − xk)
= (−1)k sin π

%
x

π
%
(x − k%)

= sin π
%
(x − xk)

π
%
(x − xk)

. (25)

Obviously,sin(π/%)(x−xk)
(π/%)(x−xk) is an approximation to the delta distribution

lim
%→0

sin π
%
(x − xk)

π
%
(x − xk)

→ δ(x − xk). (26)

In fact, the generalized Lagrange interpolation formula directly gives rise to the delta distribution under an
appropriate limit

lim
max%x→0

Sk(x)= lim
max%x→0

G(x)

G′(xk)(x − xk)
→ δ(x − xk), (27)

where max%x is the largest%x on the grid.
Bothφ(x) and its associated wavelet play a crucial role in information theory and the theory of signal processing.

However their usefulness is limited by the fact thatφ(x) andψ(x) are infinite impulse response (IIR) filters and
their Fourier transformŝφ(ω) and ψ̂(ω) are not differentiable. From the computational point of view,φ(x) and
ψ(x) do not have finite moments in the coordinate space; in other words, they are de-localized. This non-local
feature in the coordinate space is related to its bandlimited character in the Fourier representation by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle.

According to the theory of distributions, the smoothness, regularity and localization of a temper distribution can
be improved by a function of the Schwartz class. We apply this principle to regularize singular convolution kernels

δα,σ (x)=Rσ (x)δα(x), σ > 0, (28)
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whereRσ is aregularizerwhich has properties

lim
σ→∞Rσ (x)= 1 (29)

and

Rσ (0)= 1. (30)

Here Eq. (29) is a general condition that a regularizer must satisfy, while Eq. (30) is specifically for adelta
regularizer, which is used in regularizing a delta kernel. Various delta regularizers can be used for numerical
computations. A good example is the Gaussian

Rσ (x)= exp

[
− x2

2σ 2

]
. (31)

Gaussian regularizer is a Schwartz class function and has excellent numerical performance. However, we noted that
in certain eigenvalue problems, no regularization is required if the potential is smooth and bounded from below
(e.g., the harmonic oscillator potential1

2x
2).

The spatial discretization by using the DSC algorithm is discussed for solving PDEs. Consider a PDE of the
general form

∂u

∂t
= F(u, t), (32)

whereu(x, y, t) ∈ R2 × (0,∞). It is assumed that the part of Eq. (32) that involves differential operators can be
written as

D =
∑
n=0

∑
m=0

cnm

(
∂

∂x

)n(
∂

∂y

)m
u(x, y, t), (33)

wherecnm are constant coefficients. The task of spatial discretization is to provide discrete approximations to these
differential operators. In the DSC algorithm, the differentiations are approximated as

Dij =
∑
n=0

∑
m=0

cnm

i+Mx∑
k=i−Mx

j+My∑
l=j−My

δ(n)α,σ (xi − xk)δ
(m)
α,σ (yj − yl)uij , (34)

whereuij = u(xi, yj , t), Mx andMy are the half length of supports in thex- andy-directions, respectively. We
choose a simple example of the DSC kernel, the regularized Shannon’s kernel (RSK)

δα,σ (x)= sin(π/%)(x − xk)

(π/%)(x − xk)
exp

[
− (x − xk)

2

2σ 2

]
(35)

to carry our study, although many other excellent DSC kernels can also be used [23]. The derivatives of the DSC
kernels are directly given by

δ(n)α,σ (xi − xj )=
[

dn

dxn
δα,σ (x − xj )

]
x=xi

,

(36)

δ(n)α,σ (yi − yj )=
[

dn

dyn
δα,σ (y − yj )

]
y=yi

,

whereδα,σ (x − xj ) is given by Eq. (35).
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2.2. Fourier pseudospectral method

In this subsection, we present a brief description of the Fourier pseudospectral method by Sanders et al. [38].
In general, spectral methods refer to all those global methods that can be interpreted as projection methods over
a finite-dimensional space of polynomials with respect to an appropriate inner product. Three most important
spectral formulations are theGalerkin, tau, andcollocationmethods. The spectral method employed in the present
work is the collocation scheme with the discrete Fourier basis as the trial functions and is referred as the Fourier
pseudospectral (FPS) method [6,38,39].

In general, the Fourier pseudospectral method is implemented with the use of the periodic boundary conditions.
A spatial domain,[0,Lx] × [0,Ly], is discretized intoNx andNy equidistance points in thex- andy-directions
with grid spacings%x = Lx/Nx and%y = Ly/Ny . The forward discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a function
u(x, y, t) is defined as

ûl,m =
Nx−1∑
j=0

Ny−1∑
k=0

uj,ke2π i(lj/Nx+mk/Ny),

l = −Nx/2,−Nx/2+ 1, . . . ,Nx/2− 1; (37)

m= −Ny/2,−Ny/2+ 1, . . . ,Ny/2− 1

and its inverse discrete Fourier transform is given by

uj,k = 1

NxNy

Nx/2−1∑
l=−Nx/2

Ny/2−1∑
m=−Ny/2

ûl,me−2π i(j l/Nx+km/Ny),

(38)
j = 0,1, . . . ,Nx − 1; k = 0,1, . . . ,Ny − 1.

In the present periodic boundary condition, what is actually needed is not the Fourier expansion coefficients, but a
fast way to compute convolutions. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is the natural solution and is thus used in the
present work. As such, the number of the grid pointsNx andNy are taken to be the power of 2.

What is required for solving PDEs is the approximation of the differential operators. In the FPS methods, such an
approximation is given by algebraic multiplications. Ifu(x, y, t) is a sufficiently smooth function of its variables,
its spatial derivatives can be evaluated as

[
dnu

dxn

]
j,k

= 1

NxNy

Nx/2−1∑
l=−Nx/2

Ny/2−1∑
m=−Ny/2

(
2π il

Lx

)n
ûl,me−2π i(j l/Nx+km/Ny),

(39)[
dnu

dyn

]
j,k

= 1

NxNy

Nx/2−1∑
l=−Nx/2

Ny/2−1∑
m=−Ny/2

(
2π im

Ly

)n
ûl,me−2π i(j l/Nx+km/Ny).

This global approximation is very efficient as long asNx andNy are not too large.

2.3. Temporal discretization

As the fourth-order Runge–Kutta (RK4) scheme is a robust approach for the temporal discretization, it is
employed for both the heat equation and the wave equation. However, the Navier–Stokes equation with the
incompressible condition is an ill-posed problem and a Poisson equation for pressure is derived by using the
incompressible condition. The resulting equations of velocity and pressure are updated by using the Crank–
Nicolson scheme and details are given in the next section. Here, we describe the RK4 scheme.
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For the time discretization of the heat and wave equations, we rewrite the spatially discretized Eq. (32) in its
matrix form as

du
dt

= F(u, t), (40)

where u is a vector having components [u11, u21, . . . , uNx1, u12, . . . , uNxNy ]T. The fourth-order Runge–Kutta
scheme (RK4) is used to solve foru at each time stepn+ 1,

un+1 = un + 1
6(r1 + 2r2 + 2r3 + r4),

r1 =%tF(un, tn),

r2 =%tF
(
un + 1

2r1, tn + 1
2%t

)
,

r3 =%tF
(
un + 1

2r2, tn + 1
2%t

)
,

r4 =%tF
(
un + r3, tn +%t

)
. (41)

Except for specified cases, the RK4 is used in association with both the DSC algorithm and the FPS method in the
present work.

2.4. Discrete Fourier analysis of the DSC kernels

In general, discrete Fourier basis isexact for time-independent problems whose solutions are given by
bandlimited, periodicL2 functions. The use of discrete Fourier analysis for characterizing the errors of
difference approximations has been extensively described [40–42]. Indeed, the Fourier analysis characterizes
the Fourier resolution of an interpolation or differential scheme applied to a class of bandlimited periodic
functions. In this subsection, we discuss the discrete Fourier analysis of DSC kernels in association with
the approximation of bandlimited periodic functions and their derivatives. Such an analysis is to project
the DSC kernel into the discrete Fourier basis. The result provides us an idea about accuracy of the DSC
kernels used for bandlimited periodic functions. It is point out that such a result does not hold when the
function is not bandlimited periodic. The analysis in this subsection is carried out in one-dimensional spatial
coordinate.

Using discrete Fourier analysis, the DSC kernel function, i.e. the RSK (35), and itsnth derivative{δ(n)α,σ (xj )}N−1
j=0

can be transformed into the Fourier representationδ̂
(n)
α,σ (l)

δ̂(n)α,σ (l)=
N−1∑
j=0

δ(n)α,σ (xj )e
i2πlj/N,

(42)
l = −N/2,−N/2+ 1, . . . ,N/2− 1.

Here, δ̂α,σ (l) are a set of low pass filter coefficients which are distributed over the discrete wave numbers
{2πl/L}N/2−1

l=−N/2, i.e. the wave numbers that can be resolved range from−π/% to π/%. The quantityπ/% is
the Nyquist frequency, which is the maximum wave number that can be distinguished by the discretization with
mesh size%. Similarly, δ̂(1)α,σ (l), δ̂

(2)
α,σ (l), . . . are sets of high pass filter coefficients. For convenience, we introduce

a scaled wavenumberωl = 2πl%/L = 2πl/N and a scaled coordinatesj = xj/%. The Fourier modes in terms
of these new definitions are simply exp(iωlsj ). Therefore, the domain of the scaled wavenumber is converted into
[−π,π]. As such, the Dirichlet kernel generated from the discrete Fourier basis will be an ideal low pass filter in
the domain[−π,π], i.e. it is exact for periodicL2 functions bandlimited toπ . It is noted that all other spectral
bases cannot give exact interpolation for periodicL2 functions bandlimited toπ .

For the first order derivative, the FPS provides the exact response function iω within the frequency band[−π,π].
In Fig. 1, the response functions ofδ̂(1)σ,α(l) are plotted for a few differentM andr = σ/% values. WhenM = 16,
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Fig. 1. The Fourier resolutions of the first order derivative approximated by using a few kernels.

the DSC kernel gives accurate response at relatively low frequency. As the frequency increases, the kernel
response decreases gradually to zero. At a largerM value (M = 32), the DSC kernel gives accurate response
up to higher frequency components. The responses obtained at a few differentr values are depicted in Fig. 1.
It appears that for a sufficiently largeM, the larger ther is, the better the response is. However, one has to be
very careful since errors that are smaller than 1% cannot be noticed from the plot. A more detailed plot, Fig. 2,
indicates that if ther is too large, the accuracy of the DSC kernel might degrade. It is found that there exists
some optimal range ofr, depending on the value ofM. In Fig. 2, the differences between the DSC responses
at M = 32 and the exact response are plotted for the parameterr being 4, 5, 6 and 7. As shown in the plot,
the larger the value ofr, the better the approximation to high frequency will be. Therefore, it implies we can
achieve a better approximation to the high frequency range when we use a large enoughr. However, there is
a trade off between the accuracy for the high frequency part and that for the low frequency part. As seen from
Fig. 2, the larger the value ofr, the larger the errors in the low frequency responses. Therefore, from Figs. 1
and 2, it can be concluded that the optimal valuer should be chosen depending on the nature of problems to
be solved, and a compromise between the high frequency resolution and the low frequency resolution should be
achieved.

Accuracy is one of the most important factors in choosing a computational method for a practical application.
In the Fourier space, the FPS basis provides the most accurate (i.e. exact) representation. However, the same
FPS basis is not the best basis in a polynomial space, where the finite difference approximation can be proved
to be the most accurate basis. Depending on the nature of problems under study, there exist different numerical
methods which are the most accurate. Although the DSC algorithm is not as accurate as the FPS method for
approximating bandlimited periodic functions, it can be more accurate than the FPS method for many other
problems.
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Fig. 2. The errors of a few kernels in approximating the first order derivative.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, we employ three two-dimensional (2D) problems, the heat equation, the wave equation, and the
Navier–Stokes equation, to make a detailed comparison between the Fourier pseudospectral (FPS) method and
the DSC algorithm. The DSC algorithm is realized by using the regularized Shannon’s kernel (RSK) (35). The
spatial computational support in the DSC is set to 2M + 1, i.e. each local spatial grid makes use of the values of
its 2M nearest neighbors and the point itself. We take three values forM, 8, 16 and 32, to compare the accuracy
and stability of the DSC and the FPS method. The FFT is utilized for the FPS method. The fourth-order Runge–
Kutta (RK4) scheme is used for time integrations in solving the heat and the wave equations. For simplicity, we
take a square domain (Lx = Ly ) with the same number of grid points in each direction(N = Nx = Ny) in our
computations. For a fair comparison, both methods are tested with the same grid spacings% = %x = %y in the
square domain.

To compare the accuracy of both methods, we calculate the errors of numerical approximationsū with respect to
the exact analytical solutionsu of each test problem. Two kinds of numerical error measures, i.e.L∞ andL2 errors,
are used in this work. These error measures are defined asL∞ = max|ūij −uij | andL2 = (%2 ∑

ij (ūij −uij )
2)1/2,

respectively. Some brief discussions are given based on the detailed comparison of both methods in terms of
accuracy and stability.

3.1. The heat equation

We consider the 2D heat equation or diffusion equation

∂u(x, y, t)

∂t
= a2

(
∂2u(x, y, t)

∂x2 + ∂2u(x, y, t)

∂y2

)
. (43)

The heat equation is a good test problem because it admits an exact solution of the form
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Fig. 3. Plot of solution of the heat equation at timet = 0.1 anda = 0.7. The figure on the right is the Fourier Transform of the left one.

Fig. 4. Plot of solution of the heat equation at timet = 1 anda = 0.7. The figure on the right is the Fourier Transform of the left one.

u(x, y, t)= 1

4a2πt
e−(x2+y2)/(4a2t ). (44)

Note that, the Fourier transform of Eq. (44) is still a Gaussian, i.e.

û(ωx,ωy, t)= 1√
2π

∫ ∞∫
−∞

u(x, y, t)eixωx+iyωy dx dy = 1

2π
e−a2t (ω2

x+ω2
y ). (45)

To utilize the FPS method for this problem, we have to cast the problem to a large computational domain so that the
periodic boundary condition is applicable. We consider the heat equation in a 2D square domain[0,10] × [0,10].
The parametera in the heat equation (43) is set to 0.7 in all computations. Since it is difficult to accurately represent
the initial condition, a delta pulse on a grid, we choose the initial value as the Gaussian wave att = 0.1

u0(x, y)= 1

4a2πt
e−[(x−x0)

2+(y−y0)
2]/(4a2t ), (46)
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Table 1
Numerical solutions of the heat equation (%t = 0.001)

N t Periodical b.c. Dirichlet b.c.

FPS RSK-8 RSK-16 RSK-8 RSK-16

16 0.5 L2 2.69E−2 2.36E−2 2.61E−2 2.36E−2 2.61E−2

L∞ 2.45E−2 1.55E−2 2.15E−2 1.55E−2 2.15E−2

1.0 L2 1.36E−2 1.32E−2 1.36E−2 1.32E−2 1.36E−2

L∞ 7.62E−3 6.50E−3 7.48E−3 6.50E−3 7.48E−3

1.5 L2 1.00E−2 9.94E−3 1.00E−2 9.94E−3 1.00E−2

L∞ 4.30E−3 4.03E−3 4.29E−3 4.03E−3 4.29E−3

2.0 L2 8.29E−3 8.24E−3 8.29E−3 8.24E−3 8.29E−3

L∞ 2.97E−3 2.87E−3 2.97E−3 2.87E−3 2.97E−3

FPS RSK-16 RSK-32 RSK-16 RSK-32

32 0.5 L2 1.93E−7 8.09E−6 2.36E−7 8.09E−6 2.36E−7

L∞ 1.70E−7 5.86E−6 9.81E−8 5.86E−6 9.81E−8

1.0 L2 9.12E−7 2.68E−7 2.45E−7 1.37E−7 7.96E−8

L∞ 4.69E−7 9.06E−8 9.06E−8 5.55E−8 2.89E−8

1.5 L2 5.08E−5 2.27E−5 2.26E−5 1.02E−5 1.01E−5

L∞ 2.20E−5 2.33E−6 7.34E−6 3.38E−6 3.34E−6

2.0 L2 3.72E−4 2.10E−4 2.10E−4 1.14E−4 1.13E−4

L∞ 1.38E−4 6.06E−5 6.06E−5 3.36E−5 3.33E−5

where the point(x0, y0) is the center of the 2D square domain. This initial value is depicted in Fig. 3 (a = 0.7). The
Fourier transform of the Gaussian initial wave is also shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding plots ofu(x, y, t = 1) in
both the coordinate space and the Fourier space are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen from these plots, the Gaussian
wave grows wider as time increases, whereas the corresponding Fourier transform of the Gaussian wave becomes
narrower as time increases.

We use both the DSC and FPS methods to approximate the 2nd order derivatives in Eq. (43). The DSC
discretization (34) of the heat equation is given as

duij
dt

= a2

[
i+M∑
k=i−M

δ(2)α,σ (xi − xk)+
j+M∑
l=j−M

δ(2)α,σ (yj − yl)

]
ui,j . (47)

The DSC algorithm is implemented with both periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions (b.c.). Here, the Dirichlet
boundary condition assumes that the function values outside the boundaries of 2D domain[0,10]× [0,10] vanish.
We use the RK4 scheme (41) for the time integration of above (47) to solve for a set ofuij at each time step. Time
increment used in our computations is usually very small so that most errors are due to spatial discretizations. The
time integration cannot be too long for this problem so as to avoid significant boundary effects.

The computational errors with respect to the exact solution are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The FPS method
is compared with the DSC algorithm with both the periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Both the time
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Table 2
Numerical solutions of the heat equation (%t = 0.01)

N t Periodical b.c. Dirichlet b.c.

FPS RSK-8 RSK-16 RSK-8 RSK-16

16 0.5 L2 2.69E–2 2.36E–2 2.61E–2 2.36E–2 2.61E–2

L∞ 2.44E–2 1.55E–2 2.15E–2 1.55E–2 2.15E–2

1.0 L2 1.36E–2 1.32E–2 1.36E–2 1.32E–2 1.36E–2

L∞ 7.62E–3 6.50E–3 7.48E–3 6.50E–3 7.48E–3

1.5 L2 1.00E–2 9.94E–3 1.00E–2 9.94E–3 1.00E–2

L∞ 4.13E–3 4.03–E3 4.29E–3 4.03–E3 4.29E–3

2.0 L2 8.29E–3 8.24E–3 8.28E–3 8.24E–3 8.28E–3

L∞ 2.97E–3 2.87E–3 2.97E–3 2.87E–3 2.97E–3

FPS RSK-16 RSK-32 RSK-16 RSK-32

32 0.5 L2 2.35E–7 8.06E–6 2.64E–7 8.05E–6 2.64E–7

L∞ 2.16E–7 5.82E–6 1.05E–7 5.82E–6 1.05E–7

1.0 L2 9.12E–7 2.67E–7 2.45E–7 1.35E–7 8.00E–7

L∞ 4.69E–7 9.06E–8 9.06E–8 5.40E–8 2.89E–8

1.5 L2 5.08E–5 2.26E–5 2.26E–5 1.02E–5 1.01E–5

L∞ 3.72E–4 2.10E–4 2.10E–4 1.22E–4 1.21E–4

2.0 L2 1.49E–3 1.14E–4 1.13E–4 6.66E–4 6.62E–4

L∞ 1.38E–4 6.06E–5 6.06E–5 3.36E–5 3.33E–5

increment%t and the number of grid pointsN are varied to test the performance of both methods. We employ an
equal spatial discretization alongx- andy-directions, i.e.N =Nx =Ny . AlthoughN can take any integer value in
the DSC algorithm, in order to compare with FPS in whichN is required to be powers of 2, we chooseN = 16 and
N = 32 for our computations. In the DSC scheme, we have one more parameterM which determines the support
size of the DSC kernels. The value ofM is usually set smaller thanN , therefore we chooseM = 8 andM = 16.
The corresponding DSC methods are referred to as RSK-8 and RSK-16, respectively.

From Tables 1 and 2, we observe that the DSC with the periodic boundary condition gives the same order of
accuracy as the FPS (see the RSK-16 with periodic b.c. and the FPS in Table 2). The comparison has been done
for two time steps%t = 0.001 and%t = 0.01 with two spatial discretizationsN = 16 andN = 32. The results
indicate that, DSC algorithm is competitive with the FPS method.

Moreover, a careful comparison indicates that the boundary condition used in the DSC algorithm affects the
accuracy of the method. As in Tables 1 and 2, all the RSK-8, RSK-16 and RSK-32 with the Dirichlet boundary
condition are similar to the corresponding DSC schemes with the periodical boundary condition, and more accurate
than the FPS method with the sameN value. The importance of boundary condition is most obvious for a larger
N value. Note that, for a large enoughN = 32, the support sizeM has less effect on the accuracy of the DSC
algorithm in this problem. The dominant factor that affects the accuracy of the DSC algorithm is the boundary
condition atN = 32.
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Obviously, as a local method, the DSC algorithm is more robust than the FPS method in choosing the number
of grid points, and in dealing with complex geometry and boundary condition. However, it is not so obvious why
the DSC algorithm is even more accurate than the FPS method for the heat equation. In general, global methods
should be more accurate than local ones. Indeed, we have shown in the last section that the discrete Fourier basis is
more accurate than the DSC kernels. In the present case, the solution of the heat equation is the Gaussian which is
invariant with respect to the Fourier transform, i.e. it is also a Gaussian in the Fourier domain as shown in Eq. (45).
As a result, the Gaussian is not bandlimited, nor is it periodic. In such a case, the FPS method does not provide one
of the best approximations for solving the heat equation. In contrast, the DSC algorithm is indeed not as accurate
as the FPS method for approximating the bandlimited periodic function as illustrated by the earlier discrete Fourier
analysis. However, for some non-bandlimited functions, the DSC algorithm turns out to be more accurate.

3.2. The wave equation

Propagation of electromagnetic wave is governed by Maxwell’s equations. In a charge-free homogeneous
medium, the wave equation can be used to describe the motion of an electric or magnetic field. For simplicity,
we consider the 2D wave equation of the form

∂2u(x, y, t)

∂t2
= v2

(
∂2u(x, y, t)

∂x2
+ ∂2u(x, y, t)

∂y2

)
, (48)

wherev is the velocity of the wave. A general solution to Eq. (48) has form off (x ± y ± vt).
The wave equation is different from the heat equation (43) due to the second order derivative in time. To use the

RK4 scheme (41) for the time evolution of Eq. (48), we rewrite the wave equation as two coupled PDEs

∂w(x, y, t)

∂t
= v2

(
∂2u(x, y, t)

∂x2
+ ∂2u(x, y, t)

∂y2

)
,

(49)
∂u(x, y, t)

∂t
= w(x,y, t).

The spatial discretizations using both the FPS method and the DSC algorithm are described in Section 2.
In our computation, we set the velocityv = 1.0 in all test cases. The computational domain is set to

[0,2π] × [0,2π], on which the periodic boundary condition is imposed. We choose the initial condition as
u(x, y,0)= cos(x + y) and thus, the exact solution of the wave equation (48) is given by

u(x, y, t)= cos(x + y + vt). (50)

Both the DSC and FPS methods are employed to compute the numerical solution of the wave equation (48)
and their performance is compared. In Fig. 5, the waveform of the solution is plotted. Two types of spatial
discretizations (N = 32 andN = 64) and time increments (%t = 0.0005 and%t = 0.01) are considered in our
numerical tests. The computational errors with respect to the exact solution (50) are listed in Table 3.

The results in the first part of Table 3 are obtained with a very small time increment(%t = 0.005) so that all
errors are mainly originated from the spatial discretization. The comparison is done for the timet up to 100. It is
seen that whenM = 32, both the DSC and the FPS give the same order of accuracy and both methods can achieve
the machine precision. Next, we consider a slightly larger time increment (%t = 0.01). We still observe that the
accuracy of both the DSC and the FPS is of the same order as shown in second part of Table 3.

Another important parameter is the support sizeM in the DSC kernel. The accuracy of the DSC algorithm is
controllable by adjusting theM value. It is seen that the DSC algorithm is very accurate whenM = 16. In fact, it
achieves machine precision with a large support sizeM = 32 at a small time increment (%t = 0.0005). However, at
a large time increment (%t = 0.01), all the three schemes, the FPS, the RSK-16 and the RSK-32, give same order
of accuracy, and the choice ofM does not affect the accuracy of the DSC algorithm. This is due to the fact that, for
a large%t , the main errors come from the time discretization.
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Fig. 5. The solution of the wave equation.

3.3. The Navier–Stokes equation

The Navier–Stokes (NS) equation is the governing equation for aerodynamics and fluid dynamics and has
applications in various problems, including weather forecasting, turbulence simulation, and chemical reaction,
etc. Some of these problems invoke complicated boundary conditions, which cause difficulties for global methods,
including the FPS method. There is no general analytical solution to the Navier–Stokes equation, except for a
few simple cases. Recently, the DSC algorithm has been employed to solve the Navier–Stokes equation with
simple [23] and complex geometries [25]. In this work, we consider the Taylor problem, i.e. the Navier–Stokes
equation with periodic boundary conditions, to make a comparison of the DSC and FPS methods. This problem
admits an analytical solution and can be solved by using both the FPS and the DSC, and thus, the performance of
both methods can be compared in detail. Both approaches are formulated in association with the Crank–Nicolson
scheme.

3.3.1. The problem and solution scheme
We consider the Navier–Stokes equation in its primitive variable, describing an incompressible fluid flow

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = −∇p+ 1

Re
∇2u, (51)

∇ · u = 0, (52)

whereu = (u, v) is the velocity vector having itsx- andy-componentsu(x, y, t) andv(x, y, t), respectively. Here,
p is the pressure. We are interested in the Navier–Stokes equation with periodic boundary conditions, i.e. the Taylor
problem, in a 2D square domain[0,2π] × [0,2π]. The initial values for the velocity are taken as

u(x, y,0)= −cos(kx)sin(ky),
(53)

v(x, y,0)= sin(kx)cos(ky),
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Table 3
Errors of the numerical solutions of the wave equation

%t = 0.0005

N t L2 L∞
RSK-16 RSK-32 FPS RSK-16 RSK-32 FPS

64 0.1 3.02E–11 3.02E–15 2.79E–15 6.73E–12 2.11E–15 1.78E–15

1 2.72E–09 2.30E–13 2.44E–13 6.02E–10 5.31E–14 5.69E–14

10 2.90E–08 3.59E–12 3.32E–12 6.43E–09 8.01E–13 7.43E–13

100 3.01E–07 1.34E–09 1.34E–09 6.73E–08 2.96E–10 2.95E–10

32 0.1 3.96E–11 3.08E–15 1.87E–15 8.63E–12 1.67E–15 7.49E–16

1 3.54E–09 2.15E–13 2.42E–13 7.72E–10 4.77E–14 5.60E–14

10 3.78E–08 4.07E–12 3.27E–12 8.24E–09 8.93E–13 7.38E–13

100 3.97E–07 1.36E–09 1.31E–09 8.65E–08 2.97E–10 2.95E–10

%t = 0.01

64 0.1 4.69E–11 3.76E–11 3.70E–11 1.04E–11 8.33E–12 8.33E–12

1 2.51E–09 3.76E–10 3.70E–10 5.56E–10 8.33E–11 8.33E–11

10 2.53E–08 3.76E–09 3.70E–09 5.60E–09 8.33E–10 8.33E–10

100 2.68E–07 3.77E–08 3.71E–08 5.93E–08 8.35E–09 8.34E–09

1000 2.67E–06 3.73E–07 3.67E–07 5.91E–07 8.26E–08 8.26E–08

32 0.1 5.34E–11 3.82E–11 3.70E–11 1.16E–11 8.33E–12 8.30E–12

1 3.33E–09 3.82E–10 3.70E–10 7.25E–10 8.33E–11 8.33E–11

10 3.40E–08 3.82E–09 3.70E–09 7.41E–09 8.33E–10 8.33E–10

100 3.60E–07 3.83E–08 3.71E–08 7.84E–08 8.35E–09 8.34E–09

1000 3.58E–06 3.79E–07 3.67E–07 7.81E–07 8.26E–08 8.26E–08

wherek is the wavenumber taking an integer value. The case ofk = 1 was treated by using the DSC algorithm [23].
In this work, we study the cases fork � 1 which involve higher frequency. The corresponding numerical solution
is compared with the exact one

u(x, y, t)= −cos(kx)sin(ky)e−2k2t/Re,

v(x, y, t)= sin(kx)cos(ky)e−2k2t/Re, (54)

p(x, y, t)= −1
4

[
cos(2kx)+ cos(2ky)

]
e−4k2t/Re.

We adopt the Adams–Bashforth–Crank–Nicolson (ABCN) scheme [43] for the time discretization and treatment
of pressure

1

2Re
∇2un+1 − 1

%t
un+1 = ∇pn+1/2 + Sn,

(55)
∇2pn+1/2 + ∇ · Sn = 0,

where the source vectorSn is given by
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Fig. 6. The solutions of the NS equation (k = 1 and Re= 100). Left:t = 1; right t = 30.

Sn = − un

%t
+ 3(un · ∇)un − (un−1 · ∇)un−1

2
− 1

2Re
∇2un. (56)

The aspect of ensuring divergence-free velocity field in the scheme was discussed by Le Queéré and Alziary de
Roquefort [44]. The error expression,L∞, is calculated to evaluate the accuracy of both numerical methods as in
the previous two numerical problems. Our calculations are conducted for a variety of Reynolds number Re,k and
time increment.

3.3.2. Numerical experiments
Two algorithms, the DSC and the FPS, are applied to solve the NS equation for different values ofk from 1

to 5. In each case, Reynolds number Re varying from 100 to 1010 is used in computation. We also compare the
two algorithms for different time increment%t and spatial discretizationN . Here, for simplicity, we set equal
spatial discretization inx- andy-directions. AlthoughN can be set to any integer values for the DSC algorithm,
for the purpose of comparing with the FPS in whichN is required to be powers of 2, we chooseN = 32 in our
computations. Numerical solutions to the NS equation are obtained for a long time. In the DSC algorithm, we
have one more parameterM which determines the support size of DSC kernels. The value ofM is usually smaller
thanN , therefore we chooseM = 16 or 32. The corresponding DSC algorithm are denoted by the RSK-16 and
RSK-32, respectively.

The solutions of the present problem are of sin(kx) and cos(kx) type, which are the basis functions of Fourier
pseudospectral methods. The periodic boundary conditions are also suitable for the FPS method. Therefore, it is
expected that the FPS should achieve the highest possible accuracy in this case.

We first study the case ofk = 1 in Eq. (55). The solutionsu(x, y, t) (55) of the NS equation at timet = 1 and
t = 30 are depicted in Fig. 6. TheL∞ errors of the numerical results obtained using the DSC and FPS methods for
time up to 30 are listed in Table 4. The number of grid points is set asN = 32 in each dimension, and the results
obtained by using the FPS is compared with those of the RSK-16 and RSK-32.

For the case of Re= 1010, it is observed in Table 4 that the accuracy of the DSC algorithm depends on the
choice of support sizeM, as the DSC algorithm is a local method. We have shown again that the accuracy of
the DSC algorithm is controllable. The DSC algorithm becomes more accurate as the support sizeM increases
from 16 to 32. It is interesting to note that the RSK-32 is even more accurate than the FPS method for both time
increments. In the same table, the computations are shown for smaller Reynolds numbers. For two intermediate
Reynolds numbers, the FPS method performs slightly better than the DSC algorithm, as in the same table. In
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Table 4
L∞ error of the numerical solutions for the NS equation withk = 1

Re t %t = 0.001 %t = 0.01

RSK-16 RSK-32 FPS RSK-16 RSK-32 FPS

102 1 1.27E–07 1.80E–12 1.95E–10 1.26E–07 6.53E–11 1.95E–08

10 1.06E–06 1.03E–11 1.52E–10 1.01E–06 5.46E–10 1.58E–08

20 1.74E–06 1.42E–11 1.15E–10 1.64E–06 8.94E–10 1.25E–08

30 2.11E–06 1.54E–11 8.68E–11 1.99E–06 1.08E–09 1.01E–08

104 1 2.91E–09 1.37E–12 7.91E–13 3.51E–08 2.27E–13 1.93E–12

10 2.02E–08 2.84E–11 7.59E–12 2.67E–07 5.13E–12 1.30E–12

20 4.01E–08 1.11E–10 1.48E–11 5.31E–07 2.38E–11 6.87E–13

30 5.77E–08 2.05E–10 2.23E–11 7.65E–07 7.39E–11 5.68E–13

106 1 3.58E–09 7.38E–13 9.02E–13 3.57E–08 1.53E–13 8.89E–14

10 2.75E–08 1.18E–11 8.65E–12 2.76E–07 4.00E–12 8.46E–13

20 5.51E–08 5.85E–11 1.70E–11 5.52E–07 3.80E–11 1.66E–12

30 7.99E–08 1.38E–10 2.56E–11 8.01E–07 1.70E–10 2.46E–12

1010 1 3.59E–09 2.96E–13 9.9-E–13 3.57E–08 2.75E–14 9.90E–14

10 2.76E–08 2.18E–12 9.46E–12 2.76E–07 2.49E–13 9.42E–13

20 5.52E–08 4.47E–12 1.86E–11 5.52E–07 5.68E–13 1.83E–12

30 8.01E–08 6.50E–12 2.79E–11 8.28E–07 9.28E–13 2.70E–12

these three cases, the results obtained from%t = 0.01 are generally better than those from%t = 0.001 for both
the RSK-32 and the FPS. This phenomenon follows naturally from the fact that at a high Reynolds number, the
solution does not vary much with time. Therefore, the numerical solution is not so sensitive to the size of the time
increment%t . A larger time increment implies a smaller number of iterations to reach a given total time, which
leads to higher accuracy. When the Reynolds number is reduced to 100, as expected, a smaller time increment
yields higher accuracy for both methods. In this case, the DSC algorithm outperforms the FPS method again. It is
obvious that both methods perform extremely well for this case.

We next consider the case ofk = 2. The solutionsu(x, y, t) (55) of the NS equation at timet = 1 andt = 30
are plotted in Fig. 7. TheL∞ errors obtained by both the FPS and DSC are given in Table 5. Similar to the
previous case, the numerical study is performed at two different time increments%t = 0.001 and%t = 0.01 for
four Reynolds numbers Re= 1010, 106, 104 and 100.

We observe that, for small value oft (t < 10), both the RSK-32 and the FPS give similar order of accuracy.
However, whent is large and approaches 30, the DSC scheme gives much better results than the FPS does. This
happens for both time increments%t = 0.001 and 0.01. For example, The DSC algorithm performs about a 1000
times better than the FPS att = 30. At a low Reynolds number, Re= 100, the DSC algorithm still performs
100 times better than the FPS method at early times. However, both the FPS and the DSC give the same level of
accuracy at a late timet = 30. It is noted that the factor e−2k2t/Re in the analytical solution (55) becomes very
small for largek and/ort , and small Re. Therefore, the small errors in both methods are in part due to the small
magnitude of the exact solutions of the NS equation.
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Fig. 7. The solutions of the NS equation withk = 2 and Re= 100. The left plot is the solution at timet = 1. The right plot is the one at
time t = 30.

Table 5
L∞ error of the numerical solutions for the NS equation withk = 2

Re t %t = 0.001 %t = 0.01

RSK-32 FPS RSK-32 FPS

102 1 4.01E–11 2.91E–09 3.93E–09 2.91E–07

10 1.93E–10 1.24E–09 1.91E–08 1.25E–07

20 1.74E–10 4.72E–10 1.72E–08 4.74E–08

30 1.24E–10 1.73E–10 1.21E–08 1.74E–08

104 1 9.32E–13 3.33E–13 1.82E–13 3.19E–11

10 4.51E–11 6.64E–12 6.78E–12 3.13E–11

20 1.39E–09 4.41E–09 4.50E–10 5.91E–10

30 5.99E–08 4.07E–06 3.12E–08 9.55E–07

106 1 5.07E–13 5.28E–13 8.59E–14 5.01E–14

10 1.76E–11 7.36E–12 5.36E–12 1.34E–12

20 3.99E–10 3.80E–09 3.45E–10 1.38E–09

30 1.71E–08 4.99E–06 2.38E–08 3.17E–06

1010 1 4.20E–13 5.94E–13 8.63E–14 3.97E–14

10 5.09E–12 6.65E–12 1.02E–12 1.14E–12

20 6.41E–11 4.58E–09 1.61E–11 1.05E–09

30 2.33E–09 6.99E–06 1.00E–09 1.42E–06

Finally, we consider the case ofk = 5. Obviously, this case requires very high spatial accuracy (or Fourier
resolution). In all the previous cases, the parameterσ = 3.2% is used as it gives very accurate approximations.
However, in the present case, a largeσ value is required to take better care of the high frequency component.
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Table 6
L∞ error of the numerical solutions for the NS equation withk = 5

Re t %t = 0.001 %t = 0.01

RSK-32 FPS RSK-32 FPS

102 1 6.53E–09 6.95E–08 6.32E–07 6.93E–06

10 7.25E–10 1.40E–10 7.02E–08 1.38E–08

20 9.79E–12 3.79E–12 9.46E–10 3.80E–10

104 1 4.25E–11 1.18E–11 4.01E–10 1.24E–09

10 1.18E–06 1.38E–06 1.41E–06 1.41E–07

106 1 4.10E–11 1.15E–12 4.06E–10 7.32E–14

10 7.37E–07 1.86E–06 2.16E–06 5.83E–07

1010 1 4.07E–11 1.02E–12 4.06E–10 7.32E–14

10 4.95E–07 2.49E–06 2.11E–06 5.83E–07

Therefore, we chooseσ = 5.4%. Whenσ = 5.4%, though the DSC algorithm approximates higher frequency part
better, it is at the sacrifice of the accuracy for approximating low frequency components as seen from Fig. 2. In
Table 6, we compare the accuracy of the RSK-32 and the FPS atk = 5. At high Reynolds numbers, the system is
dominated by the nonlinear advection. The accuracy of both methods degrades quite fast. It is seen that the FPS
method performs slightly better than the DSC algorithm. It also can be observed that, for small Reynolds number,
the DSC algorithm can compete with the FPS method.

As a short summary of this section, the numerical study on the NS equation with periodic boundary condition
using both the FPS and DSC methods shows that the DSC can compete with the FPS method in terms of accuracy,
though the problem is most suitable for the implementation of the FPS method. This point has been illustrated
by using various choices of time increment%t , Reynolds number Re and wavenumberk for arbitrarily long time
evolutiont . Moreover, we have demonstrated that the accuracy of the DSC algorithm is controllable.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we explore the utility, test accuracy and examine the limitation of the discrete singular convolution
(DSC) algorithm for solving three types of partial differential equations (PDEs). Particular attention has been given
to a detailed comparison of the DSC algorithm and the Fourier pseudospectral (FPS) method for computational
accuracy and stability. To this end, three two-dimensional PDEs of different nature, the heat equation, the wave
equation and the Navier–Stokes equation are solved by using both methods with standard temporal discretizations,
i.e. the fourth-order Runge–Kutta or Crank–Nicolson scheme. The numerical resolution of the DSC algorithm
for approximating the spatial derivatives is analyzed by using the discrete Fourier analysis. Extensive numerical
experiments are conducted at a variety of time increment, grid spacing, wavenumber, and Reynolds number (for the
Navier–Stokes equation) to give a comprehensive comparison between the two methods. The substantial numerical
results lead to convincing conclusions which are summarized as follows:

(1) There is no doubt that the FPS method gives the most accurate spatial discretization for problems involving
bandlimited periodicL2 functions. The DSC algorithm is not as accurate as the FPS method for the high
frequency component of such functions. However, DSC can perform better than FPS method in many other
aspects.
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(2) The accuracy of the DSC algorithm is controllable by adjusting its support parameterM. At a largeM,
the DSC algorithm can be even more accurate than the FPS method for approximating non-bandlimited
functions, such as the Gaussian solution to the heat equation, and can be nearly as accurate as the FPS
method for bandlimited periodic functions, such as those in the wave equation and the Taylor problem.

(3) The DSC algorithm can be used as both local and global methods depending on the choice of the
parameterM. As a result, it can be used for treating complex geometry and boundary conditions, whereas,
the FPS method is a global method and is generally restricted to treating periodic boundary conditions. The
DSC algorithm has been proved useful in treating complex boundary conditions in structural analysis [22,
29,31] and complex geometries in handling flow simulations [25].

(4) The number of grid points is limited to the power of 2 in the FPS method. There is no such a limitation in
the DSC algorithm.

(5) The FPS method in association with the FFT algorithm, is faster than the DSC algorithm when the grid is
not very large. For approximating a derivative, the operation of the FFT is proportional toN logN (hereN
is the total number of grid points), whereas, the operation for DSC algorithm isN(2M + 1). We found that
whenN = 512, the DSC algorithm becomes faster than the FPS method.
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